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Summary

Along with the increasing popularity of online social network (OSN), it is com-

mon that the same user holds many accounts among different OSNs (eg,

Facebook, Twitter, WeChat, QQ). In this scenario, an interesting and challeng-

ing problem arises: how to link accounts among OSNs belonged to a natural

person, which is also known as a graph matching problem. The solution helps

understand user behaviors and offer better services. To solve the account

linking problem, various techniques for OSNs have been proposed. However,

most existing methods assume specific OSN features impractical in general

OSNs and unscalable to large‐scale OSNs. To address these shortcomings, in

this paper, we remodel the account linking problem into maximum matching

on weighted bipartite graphs and utilize the Kuhn‐Munkres algorithm to solve

it. In our solution, we capture user profile, user online time distribution, and

user interest as features to describe user accounts and measure account similar-

ity, which is used as weight of edge in bipartite graphs. Then, the maximum

matching on weighted bipartite graphs is solved with the Kuhn‐Munkres algo-

rithm. The experiments conducted on the real datasets show that our solution

outperforms the baseline methods with 11%, 17%, and 29% on average in preci-

sion, recall, and F1 score, respectively.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In recent years, social network analysis and mining have
attracted more and more attentions.1-3 By the end of
2016, Facebook was considered as the largest online social
wileyonlinelibrary.com/journa
network (OSN) with its 1.86 billion monthly active users,
and WhatsApp was the second largest OSN with its 1 bil-
lion monthly active users. According to the statistics from
China Internet Network Information Center,4 there are
731 million netizens using mobile phones or smart
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terminal devices to access the Internet by the end of 2016
in mainland China. The top 3 most visited OSNs are
WeChat moments (85.8%), QZone (67.8%), and Sina
Weibo (37.1%). A study5 shows that 82% LinkedIn users
and 91% Twitter users also use Facebook to enjoy the ser-
vices of different OSNs. In order to provide better services,
a comprehensive understanding of user information is
necessary. Therefore, we need to combine user informa-
tion across OSNs and generate a comprehensive user por-
trait. In the process of user information fusion, an
important question is how to link user accounts that
belonged to the same user across different OSNs. In other
words, how to map the nodes between graphs, which is
known as the user account matching problem across dif-
ferent OSNs. The solution is helpful in recommending
systems,6,7 entity linking,8 and entity resolution.9

Some OSN platforms (eg, Google+) allow users to dis-
play their other social accounts in profile pages, from
which we can see the relationship between accounts.
Some OSN platforms allow the use of telephone numbers
or e‐mail addresses to retrieve accounts, such as WeChat
accounts, which can be searched through QQ number or
mobile phone number. It is also possible to utilize user
names to link accounts across real‐name OSN platforms,
eg, Facebook and LinkedIn accounts can be associated
with user's real name. A single sign‐on network can log
in a different OSN through the same ID, which can be
associated with the account across OSNs. The previously
mentioned methods rely on the OSN platform for techni-
cal supports and active participations of users. If the OSN
platform itself does not offer this function, or the number
of participants is not big enough, these methods will not
work efficiently.

Account linking is a link prediction problem across
OSNs, which is to find the correspondence between user
accounts in different OSNs. Similar to account linking,
de‐anonymizing user accounts across OSNs is to identify
user accounts with auxiliary user accounts from other
OSNs. Many studies have addressed this issue with user
profile attributes, such as screen names, genders, birth-
days, locations, education background, positions, and pro-
file photos. However, profile attributes are easily faked for
privacy concerns or impersonated by malicious users.
These profile‐based methods are quite fragile in these sce-
narios. Some researchers have employed public user activ-
ities to link accounts using writing styles, geo‐tags, and
timestamps of user generated contents (UGCs). Because
these information is offered only in specific OSNs, these
techniques have difficulties in scaling to general OSNs.
Some researchers have leveraged user topology in social
graphs to link accounts across OSNs. However, this
method needs lots of matrix computation which has high
time complexity.
One of the core assumptions about user account
linking is that the behaviors of the same user on different
social networking platforms are similar. For example,
users always connect with real‐world friends, focus on
similar topics, and even publish the same content across
OSNs. These methods use usernames, personal profiles,
UGCs, social relations, and other features. User account
linking is converted into a supervised classification prob-
lem with these features. These methods work well if the
dataset is small, but scalability is poor when encountering
large‐scale OSNs.

MOBIUS10 employs usernames to link accounts across
social networks. Zafarani et al analyze user's behavioral
patterns and extract features to capture information
redundancies according to analysis of these patterns.
Finally, they build a learning framework to train a learn-
ing model. They categorize behavioral patterns into
human limitations, exogenous factors, and endogenous
factors. The proposed behavioral modeling approach
exploits information redundancy according to these
behavioral patterns. Different from MOBIUS, we utilize
user account profile, user online time distribution, and
user interest features to map user accounts across OSNs.

In order to solve the social account linking problem
with desirable performance, in this paper, we propose a
novel solution with the maximum matching on weighted
bipartite graphs through the Kuhn‐Munkres (KM) algo-
rithm. To achieve that, we transformed the account
linking problem into a maximum matching problem on
weighted bipartite graphs. We use user account similarity
to link accounts across OSNs. The similarity between
accounts is used as the weight of edge in social graphs.
We utilize features including user profiles, user's online
time distribution pattern, and user interests to link
accounts and calculate the similarity between accounts.
The KM algorithm is used to solve the maximum
matching problem on weighted bipartite graphs to
achieve our goals. In summary, our contributions can be
summarized as follows:

1. We use features including user profiles, user's active
online time distribution, and user interests to mea-
sure the similarity of social accounts.

2. We propose a joint learning model to combine these 3
types of features so as to measure the similarity of
user accounts and adjust the weights of these features
in similar metric social accounts by balancing factors.

3. We propose an account linking method based on the
KM algorithm with the maximum matching on
weighted bipartite graphs and extend the application
of the KM algorithm.

4. We conduct experiments on 4 real network datasets
and compare our solution with the state‐of‐the‐art
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methods. The experimental results show that our pro-
posals outperform the baseline methods with 11%,
17%, and 29% on average in precision, recall, and F1
score, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the related work. The account linking prob-
lem is stated and formulated in Section 3. Our scheme is
elaborated in Section 4 and is evaluated and compared
with baseline methods in Section 5. At last, Section 6 con-
cludes this paper.
2 | RELATED WORK

The last decade witnesses lots of researches on account
linking in OSNs. Various social account linking methods
have been proposed. Because de‐anonymizing user
account across OSNs is closely related to account linking,
we mainly reviewed the existing methods from these
aspects.
2.1 | Social account linking

An immediate intuition is to use usernames to match
accounts across OSNs. Zafarani et al11 are the first to
study this problem, and they map user accounts of differ-
ent online communities by adding and deleting username
suffixes. Peritio et al12 use the Hidden Markov Model to
estimate the uniqueness of usernames. Irani et al13 find
that users often use the deformation of their names as
screen names. Motoyama et al14 first use profile informa-
tion (such as gender, location, occupation, and university)
to link accounts and help new users to find their friends'
accounts. The bag‐of‐words model is used to measure
common words among profile attributes. However, this
model cannot distinguish words that have similar mean-
ings with minor spelling changes. Malhotra et al15 use
vector to represent profile attributes, and the
corresponding dimension represents the corresponding
profile attributes. The similarity of the 2 accounts is mea-
sured by the cosine similarity of the vector. Although
these schemes can achieve a good performance in specific
OSNs, they suffer from profile authenticity and data integ-
rity. The reason is users may not provide their authentic
and complete profiles for privacy concerns.

Considering user behaviors are unique and cannot be
impersonated easily compared with user profiles,
researchers start to resort to this feature to link user
accounts across OSNs. Zafarani et al16 associate accounts
with user behavior patterns as a primary feature. The fol-
lowing factors are considered when registering a user
name: user's knowledge and memory limitation, personal
typing habits, hobby, keyboard layout, and language input
habits. A comprehensive analysis of these factors can help
users understand the patterns when registering their
usernames. Liu et al17 solve the social account linking
problem based on user behavior patterns including user
profile attributes, UGCs, and social connections. Mishari
et al18 find that user's writing style can be used as a useful
feature for linking user accounts. They use user's
language model and writing style to establish a feature
model and link user accounts. Kong et al19 propose a
multi‐network anchor link method based on user location,
time, and text information to identify related accounts in
different OSNs. Zhang et al20 link user accounts using the
location information involved in UGCs. Liu et al21 train a
semi‐supervised learning model based on user attributes,
UGC, social structures, and behavior trajectories. They
propose a multi‐objective optimization framework to cor-
relate accounts. Nevertheless, the user behavior data avail-
ability is harder than before out of privacy concerns, which
makes user behavior‐based linking methods unable to
scale to general OSNs.

Social graph structure is another characteristic of user
account. The integration of this feature and other features
can improve the performance of account linking. Tan
et al22 use hyper‐graphs to model social graphs and pro-
pose a manifold alignment framework to map user
accounts into a common low‐dimensional space for
account linking. Cui et al23 study account linking between
OSNs and e‐mail networks, where profile similarity and
social connection similarity are integrated. They also find
the account linking patterns between e‐mail networks
and Facebook. Kong et al19 convert the account linking
problem of Foursquare and Twitter into a stable matching
problem of 2 sets of elements and use the link prediction
method to infer the linking relation between accounts.
Bartunov et al24 present a joint link‐attribute method
based on conditional random field utilizing profile and
network structure features. Koutra et al25 transform the
account linking problem into an optimization problem,
which is transformed into the optimal permutation func-
tion of the 2 adjacency matrices. They use the relative
degree distance method to initialize the adjacency matri-
ces and use the stochastic gradient descent method to find
the optimal solution. Zhou et al26 design a unified frame-
work for account linking based on network structures.
They use the matched accounts as seed accounts and use
the seed accounts to iterate and link more user accounts.
Zhang et al27 utilize cardinality constraints to solve link
prediction problem. They minimize the link loss of trans-
formation between the feature vector and labels. Thus,
the link prediction problem is converted into an optimiza-
tion problem with multiple variables, where cardinality
constraints are modeled as mathematical constraints on
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node degree. Zhang et al28 employ ego network features
and user behavior features to link accounts among multi-
ple social networks. Despite these methods have effective
performance in solving accounts linking, but the user
social structure‐based matching method is difficult to scale
to large OSNs because matrix computation time is expen-
sive for sparse OSNs.
2.2 | De‐anonymizing social networks

In order to analyze the de‐anonymization and privacy
problem, Narayanan and Shmatikov29 design an account
linking method for Twitter and Flickr, where account
linking only based on network topology. Even if the over-
lapped information between the target network and the
secondary network is little, the robustness of this method
is good. Similar techniques are utilized to de‐anonymize
the Netflix data with the IMDB data.30 Narayanan et al31

employ the de‐anonymization method to do link predic-
tion for the Kaggle dataset, and they utilize the random
forest method to do link prediction between nodes. Simi-
larly, Sharad and Danezis32 address the de‐anonymization
problem using the random forest method to match the
node pairs automatically. Korula and Lattanzi33 use the
Erdös‐Rényi random graph and preferential attachment
model to link accounts from intense nodes (users with a
large number of friends). This method proposes a many‐
to‐many mapping algorithm based on the number of
unmatched users and the number of common neighbors.
In addition, it uses 2 control parameters to fine tune the
algorithm performance. Actually, the Erdös‐Rényi ran-
dom graph model is only mathematically meaningful
but impractical in OSNs. However, the quantification is
effective under an assumption of identified seeds, which
is impractical for real‐world de‐anonymization attacks.

However, these methods cannot utilize some back-
ground information such as uncertain user relationships.
Backstrom et al34 present active and passive attack
methods based on sub‐graph search patterns in an anony-
mous network to learn social relationships between users.
However, these methods are effective in identifying rela-
tionships between nodes in small‐scale OSNs, but not
for large‐scale OSNs. Zhou and Pei35,36 analyze the de‐
anonymize attack based on neighborhood and propose
the k‐anonymity and l‐diversity methods to protect pri-
vacy. Unfortunately, these anonymization techniques are
vulnerable when attackers have lots of background
knowledges. Wondracek et al37 point out that group mem-
bership is sufficient to de‐anonymization users in OSNs.
Furthermore, Qian et al38 suggest that knowledge graph
is an effective model to de‐anonymize and infer privacy
in OSNs. Ji et al39 de‐anonymize users with seed informa-
tion and present the theoretical foundation for structure‐
based de‐anonymization attacks. However, these models
do not consider that the attacker's auxiliary information
might be probabilistic.

In this paper, we focus on solving the social account
linking problem with the maximum matching on
weighted bipartite graphs. We will state the problem and
provide solutions in detail in the following section.
3 | PROBLEM STATEMENT AND
FORMULATION

3.1 | Problem statement

To better understand the account linking problem across
OSNs, we take Figure 1 as an example. Suppose a user
owns an account in each of OSNs, eg, account pair (A, A′)
belongs to 1 natural person. In short, our aim is to accu-
rately and effectively identify account pairs across OSNs.

However, account linking across OSNs has the
following challenges:

1. It is difficult to measure the relationships between
accounts across OSNs.

2. It is challenging to measure the similarity of the
accounts across OSNs with user profile, user online
time distribution, and user interest features.

3. It is challenging to match similar accounts across
large sparse OSNs with an effective and efficient
method.
3.2 | Problem formulation

The relationship between the accounts across OSNs is the
mapping relationship between the vertices in social
graphs, and we use Definition 1 to describe the
relationships.
Definition 1. Given source OSN Gs = (V1,
E1), target OSN Gt = (V2,E2), V1 and V2 rep-
resent the set of user accounts. E1 and E2
indicate the social relationships between user
accounts.
Our goal is to find the correspondence between the
account set V1 and V2, which can be transformed into a
bipartite graph matching problem, as defined by
Definition 2.
Definition 2. Given a weighted bipartite
graph G = (V = (vsi ,v

t
j),E), v

s
i ∈V1, vtj ∈V2, E

is candidate account linking between vsi and
vtj , the weight of the E is Eweight = Sim(vsi ,
vtj), and M is the maximum matching of G, if



E 1 Example illustration of the account linking problem. There are 2 OSNs G and G′, and each node, ie, A, A′, in different networks

a user account. The dashed lines between nodes in different networks (eg, A‐A′, B‐B′, C‐C′, D‐D′) are account linking pairs, which

the 2 nodes at the ends of the line belong to the same person. Our goal is to find out the account linking pairs among different OSNs

irable accuracy and precision
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indicate

with des
|M| = min(|V1|,|V2|), M is a complete
matching, while if |V1| = |V2|, M is a perfect
matching.
In order to measure the similarity of the vsi and v
t
j Sim(vsi ,

vtj), we take the similarities of user profile similarity
SimProfile(v

s
i, vtj), user online time distribution similarity

SimTime(v
s
i, v

t
j), and user interest similarity Siminterest(v

s
i, v

t
j)

into account.
We can find the account linking across GS and Gt with

Formula 1, which is to find the maximummatching of the
weighted bipartite graph G. The constraint is the sum of
the similarity value should be the maximum.

M ¼ Maxweightbigraphmatch GS;Gt
� �

subject to argmax sum sim vsi ; v
t
j

� �� �� (1)

One way to solve the maximum matching of weighted
bipartite graphs is to use the KM algorithm, but it is only
suitable for perfect matching of bipartite graphs. Actu-
ally, the number of user accounts in 2 OSNs is unequal,
so we fabricate a user account vf to make user accounts
equal across 2 OSNs. Because GS and Gt are partially
aligned, the alignment between 2 networks is a soft prob-
abilistic alignment, and the nodes are not a 1‐to‐1 map-
ping. We add ||GS|‐|Gt|| nodes to the smaller network,
and we do not need to specify a priori the number of
accounts that we want to match. If the similarity of the
2 accounts is higher than a similarity threshold, the 2
accounts are considered to be a node pair. Otherwise, if
an account could not find an account that their similarity
is under similarity threshold, the account is matched to a
fabricate account. This matched account pair which con-
tains fabricate account is deleted in the final stage. After
deleting the account pair containing fabricate accounts
from the perfect matching, we can get the account
linking of GS and Gt.
4 | SCHEME DETAILS

In this section, we describe our scheme in detail. We first
present user profile similarity in Section 4.1. The user
online time distribution similarity and user interest simi-
larity are presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
After that, we propose a unified framework for incorpo-
rating these 3 similarity measure features together in
Section 4.4. Section 4.5 gives the account linking details
based on the KM algorithm.
4.1 | User profile similarity

It is the simplest and straightforward way to characterize
user similarity by using user profile attributes. If 2 user
accounts have the same age, gender, occupation, interest,
or other information, they may belong to the same user.
The bag‐of‐words model is used to calculate the similarity
of 2 user profiles. But this is just a statistical model with-
out semantic information, so the recall rate is low. We
first use user profile attributes (such as private phones,
e‐mail addresses, locations, occupations, universities, gen-
ders) to match user accounts. If 2 accounts have the same
private telephone number or e‐mail address, the 2
accounts should belong to the same person; otherwise,
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use other attributes to calculate the profile similarity. The
similarity of user account can be calculated by Equation 2:

Simprofile vsi ; v
t
j

� �
¼ ∑m

k¼1Ikpk vsi ; v
t
j

� �
(2)

wherem is the number of the attributes, Ik is the weight of
attribute importance, Ik∈[0,1] ∑m

k = 1Ik = 1. pk(v
s
i ,v

t
j ) is

the similarity of kth attribute of vsi and vtj. We use
Algorithm 1 to calculate profile similarity. Table 1 shows
the details of algorithm 1.

We notice that, in algorithm 1, if the user account has
same telephone number or same e‐mail address, the sim-
ilarity of user profile is 1. We employ this kind of accounts
as seeds to link accounts across social networks. We
extend the topology of these seed accounts with n depth
of its neighbors, and we construct 2 networks according
to these seed accounts, where n is the depth of depth‐first
search (DFS). Our goal is find the linking accounts across
the 2 networks.
4.2 | User online time distribution
similarity

Many OSNs allow users to automatically share UGCs to
multiple OSNs simultaneously. For example, the
Instagram users could share their UGCs to Instagram,
Facebook,Twitter,Flickr,Tumblr,Foursquare, and Sina
Weibo. The UGCs have almost identical timestamps,
which can be utilized to link corresponding accounts.
The distribution of the UGC timestamps is unique for
each user. For example, some users prefer tweeting
before sleep, while some users prefer sharing UGCs
during travel. The time distribution of different accounts
can help us find out the relationships between network
accounts. Zhang et al19 propose to use the number of
common timestamps of UGCs to measure the active time
distribution similarity of 2 accounts. But in reality, the
TABLE 1 Algorithmic description of profile similarity calculation

Algorithm 1 profile similarity calculation

Input: Two social networks, Gs(V1,E1) and Gt(V2,E2), vsi ∈V1, vtj ∈V2.

Output: Profile similarity of node vsi and vtj

1: For (i = 0; i < n; i++) //n is the number of shared attributes of user

2: For (j = 0; j < n; j++)

3: If (vsi (tel)== vtj(tel) || v
s
i (email)== vtj (email))

4: sim(vsi, v
t
j) = 1;

5: Else

6: simprofile(v
s
i, v

t
j) = ∑m

k = 1Ikpk(v
s
i, v

t
j);

7: Return sim(vsi, v
t
j)
timestamps of UGCs are not exactly the same due to
time delay across OSNs. So, this method cannot accu-
rately measure the active time distribution similarity of
the 2 accounts.

However, user's online time distribution is unique,
which can be used to measure the active time distribu-
tion similarity of 2 accounts. The number of posts
during each period can be considered as user activity
index; X = (x1,x2,…,xi,x|X|) and Y = (y1,y2,…, yi,…,y|Y|)
are the amount of posts by time sequence of vsi and vtj,
respectively. |X| and |Y| are the lengths of the sequences
of X and Y, respectively, |X| = |Y| = n. We use the
Euclidean distance to measure the distance of the time
sequences with equal lengths, and the activity distance
of X and Y is measured by Equation 3:

L X ;Yð Þ ¼ ∑
n

i¼1
xi−yij j2

� �1=2

: (3)

The time complexity is O(n). The similarity of the
user time activity between vsi and vtj is calculated by
Equation 4:

SimTime vsi ; v
t
j

� �
¼ 1

1þ L
: (4)

However, in practice, when the lengths of 2 time
sequences are unequal. For example, a Facebook account
published a status, but the corresponding Twitter
account did not tweet, the releasing time is not 1‐by‐1
mapping across OSNs. If |X| and |Y| are unequal, the
Euclidean distance method cannot work well. The
dynamic time warping method can solve the time
sequence similarity with different lengths, but the time
complexity is O(N2). We use the fast dynamic time
warping method40 to measure the distance of the 2 time
sequences for its time complexity O(N). We use X and Y
to build a warping path W = w1,w2,…, wk, where k is the
accounts
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length of the warping path, max(|X|,|Y|) ≤ k<|X| + |Y|,
and wk = (i,j) is the kth warping path. Therefore, the dis-
tance of warping path is represented by Equation 5:

Dist Wð Þ ¼ ∑
k¼K

k¼1
Dist wki;wkj

� �
: (5)

Dynamic programming is used to solve the warping
path through Equation 6:

D i; jð Þ ¼ Dist i; jð Þ
þ min D i−1; j−1ð Þ;D i−1; jð Þ;D i; j−1ð Þf g (6)

where D(i,j) is the minimum warping distance of 2
time sequences with lengths i and j respectively, and
Dist(i,j) is the distance of xi and yi. We use FastDTW(X,
Y) = Dist(W) as the distance between sequences X and
Y, so the user online time distribution similarity of
accounts vsi and vtj is calculated by Equation 7:

SimTime vsi ; v
t
j

� �
¼ 1

1þ FastDTW X ;Yð Þ: (7)

Therefore, SimTime(v
s
i ,v

t
j)∈[0,1],if the distance of

sequence X and Y is 0, the similarity of the user online
time distribution of vsi and vtj is 1; if the distance of
sequence X and Y is +∞, the similarity of the user online
time distribution of vsi and vtj is 0. In the experiments, w is
the number of the daily tweet user posts. We set k as 30,
which means the monthly activity. W is the sequence of
w1, w2…wk. In most scenarios, user has similar activities
across social networks, but the peaks are not aligned
across social networks, because a user updates her activi-
ties on 1 network and does not update her activities on
other networks sometimes. Therefore, we need to warp
the activities to align the closed activities before comput-
ing the similarity of user activities. DTW can be utilized
to calculate the similarity of time sequences by extending
or shrinking the activity sequence. The sequence repre-
sents the active degree of users on the social networks,
which is an important feature of user account.
4.3 | User interest similarity

User interests are helpful to many applications such as
online precise marketing, personalized search, and rec-
ommendation systems. User interests are stable in a short
period of time because birds of a feather flock together.
Users prefer making friends with those who share the
same opinions or interests. At the same time, users are
more willing to accept the ideas they believe. Some OSN
users will show their interests and arguments in real life
through their behaviors in OSNs. Therefore, user interests
can be employed to link user account across OSNs. User
tags stand for user interests in some OSNs. Iofciu et al41

use the tag feature with the BM25 and IDF methods to
link accounts among Flickr, StumbleUpon, and Delicious.
However, the number of tags is not large enough to repre-
sent user interests. Fortunately, the topic model42 can be
utilized to extract social interests from user account. For
instance, Nanavati et al43 employ the n‐gram method to
identify anonymous users with user interests extracted
from their OSN comments. The topic model can be used
to extract user interests from UGCs. We utilize the
word2vec44 method to represent user interests with
vectors and calculate user interest similarity through
vector's cosine similarity. The user interest similarity of
account vsi and vtj is calculated through Equation 8:

SimInterest vsi ; v
t
j

� �
¼ cos F;F '

� � ¼ F⋅F '

∣∣F∣∣×∣∣F '∣∣
(8)

where, F = {f1, f2,…, fm} and F′ = {f1′, f2′,…, fn′} are vectors
of account interests.
4.4 | Joint learning model

In order to integrate user profile, user online time distri-
bution, and user interest features to measure the similar-
ity of 2 accounts, we propose the joint learning model as
shown in Equation 9:

Sim vsi ; v
t
j

� �
¼ a·SimProfile vsi ; v

t
j

� �
þ b·SimTime vsi ; v

t
j

� �
þ c·SimInterest vsi ; v

t
j

� �
(9)

where a + b + c = 1. The weight of these features in mea-
sure similarity of accounts are different across OSNs. If
user profile is unreal or has lots of missing values, a
should be low. If user online time distribution feature is
unique to distinguish 2 accounts, b should be high, and
vice versa. Therefore, we tuned a, b, and c in Section
5.3.2 to achieve the best performance.
4.5 | Account linking algorithm

Algorithm 2 calculates user's account linking across dif-
ferent OSNs to solve the problem described in Equation 1.
Table 2 shows the details of algorithm 2. The specific pro-
cess is as follows. At first, we fabricate some user accounts
to make the number of source OSNs and target OSNs
equal. Then, we extract user profile, user online time dis-
tribution, and user interest features from user account's
UGCs before calculating the similarity of the candidate
linking pairs. After that, we build a list of candidate pairs
and sort the list according to the similarity value. Then,
we use the idea of the KM algorithm to solve the weighted



TABLE 2 Algorithmic description of account linking

Algorithm 2 account linking across different OSNs

Input: Source OSN Gs(V1, E1), target OSN Gt(V2, E2), G = (V = (vsi ,v
t
j ),E), v

s
i∈V1, vtj∈V2.

Output: a set of inferred account pairs M, link (vsi ,v
t
j)∈M.

1: Make the length of V1 equal to V2 with the fabricate account vf;

2: For each account pair (vsi ,v
t
j ), extract features;

3: Calculate sim(vsi ,v
t
j );//calculate the similarity of vsi and vtj

4: Build a preference list Q (the length is k) according the similarity of unlabeled account vsi and vtj;

5: Sort(Q);// sort the similarity scores into a preference list of the candidate linking accounts.

6: Initialize all unlabeled vsi in Gs and vtj in Gt as free;

7: M = ∅;

8: While(V1)

9: {

10: Initialize the node weight with sim(vsi ,v
t
j);

11: While (find no complete matching with subgraphs)

12: {utilize the Hungarian algorithm to find complete matching;

13: If (complete matching has not been found)

14: Update the node weight;}

15: V1 = (V1‐ vsi);

16: M = M∪{(vsi ,vtj )};

17:}

18: Remove the account pair contains fabricate account vf from M;

19: Return M;
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bipartite matching problem. When vsi is not linked to any
account, we initialize the node weight with sim(vsi ,v

t
j).

Then, the Hungarian Algorithm45 is utilized to find
complete matchings. If no complete matching has been
found, the node weight should be updated. If the
complete matching has been found, user account vsi
should be deleted from V1. The process will not terminate
until all the unmapped user accounts have linking
accounts. Finally, we can get the linking account pairs by
deleting the account pair contained fabricate accounts.

However, if the number of the user accounts is n, we
need to compare n2 similarities of account pairs. Because
profile similarity is an important feature to link account
pairs, we propose to use profile similarity threshold to
pre‐prune candidate user account pairs. User account pairs
is deleted from the candidate account pairs if the profile
similarity is less than the threshold. Thus, we can reduce
the amount of calculating candidate user account pairs.
*www.weibo.com
†www.t.qq.com
‡www. douban.com
§www. dianping.com
5 | PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first present datasets in Section 5.1.
We then describe the compared method in Section
5.2. At last, we present our main evaluation results in
Section 5.3.
5.1 | Datasets

We crawled data from Sina Weibo,* Tencent Weibo,†

Douban,‡ and Dianping.§ The datasets cover more than
1 million users. The users have at least 2 accounts.
Among them, 42% users have at least 3 accounts.
Because we crawled the data from social networks with
DFS method, the data contains profile information,
tweet, retweet, and comments. Therefore, the amount
of information in the crawled subsets of the OSN can
represent the average account in these OSNs.
According to the small world theory,46 the longest dis-
tance between 2 persons is less than 6 hops in the social
network. Thus, we crawled the data following DFS

http://www.weibo.com
http://www.t.qq.com
http://douban.com
http://dianping.com
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method and set the search depth as 6. The dataset statis-
tics is described in Table 3.
5.1.1 | Sina Weibo

Sina Weibo is a widely used microblogging service in
China. The dataset used in our experiment was crawled
from its website from January to June 2014, which con-
tains 1 260 752 users and 46 083 383 friend relationships.
Taking user profiles as network nodes, the comments,
likes, and retweet behaviors are used to reconstruct the
social network structure between nodes.
5.1.2 | Tencent Weibo

Tencent Weibo is another popular microblogging service
in China, which is similar to Sina Weibo. The dataset used
in our experiment was crawled from its website from Jan-
uary to June 2014, which contains 1 101 324 users and
27 693 893 friend relationships.
5.1.3 | Douban

Douban is a social network service for people to share
comments on movies, books, music, and some off‐line
events in Chinese cities. The dataset was crawled from
its website from January to June 2014, which contains
1 105 492 users and 34 387 876 friend relationships.
5.1.4 | Dianping

Dianping is a Chinese review site, which offers product or
service reviews for local businesses such as restaurant,
hotels and cinemas, booking, and group‐buying services.
The dataset used in our experiment was crawled from its
website from January to June 2014, which contains
1 007 136 users and 29 571 930 friend relationships.
5.1.5 | Ground truth

We link user accounts in different OSNs according to the
social user accounts contained in user profile. These
accounts can be used as the ground truth, and these
accounts are used as seed to crawl the other related
accounts. The statistics of the ground truth is described in
Table 4.
*http://aminer.org/cosnet
5.2 | Compared methods

We compare the proposed method to the existing state‐of‐
the‐art methods for account linking across OSNs.
5.2.1 | MOBIUS10

Zafarani et al model user behaviors to identify users
across OSNs. They employ a supervised learning method
to link the corresponding users across OSNs. Individual
behavioral patterns are categorized into human limita-
tions, exogenous factors, and endogenous factors, which
are used to link user accounts across OSNs. MOBIUS uti-
lizes l1‐Regularized Logistic Regression to achieve the best
performance. Therefore, in our experiments, we also
employ l1‐Regularized Logistic Regression as the method
of choice.
5.2.2 | HYDRA21

Based on user profile attributes, UGC, and location trajec-
tories, this method proposes a multi‐objective optimiza-
tion framework to learn the link function and the
account linking function by minimizing the objective
function through a unified multi‐objective optimization
framework. In our experiments, we employ HYDRA‐M
method to link user accounts, because HYDRA‐Mmethod
achieves the best performance in Liu et al.21 We tune the
parameter gL, gM, p, sS, and sD to make HYDRA‐M
method achieve the best performance.
5.2.3 | COSNET28

Both local and global consistency are employed in
COSNET to link accounts among multiple OSNs. Zhang
et al use username uniqueness, profile, ego network,
and social status to link user accounts, and they propose
a subgradient algorithm to train the model and develop
an energy‐based objective function to balance the impor-
tance of these features. They use a threshold to determine
whether 2 usernames belong to the same user. In our
experiments, we employ the code offered by Zhang et al
and set the threshold as 0.8, which is same as parameter
setting in Zhang et al.28 The code we used in the experi-
ments can be found in Aminer.*
5.2.4 | NS29

Narayanan and Shmatikov design a re‐identification algo-
rithm targeting at OSNs, which only uses network topol-
ogy to link accounts between Twitter and Flickr. In our
experiments, we use the same parameter setting as.29

http://aminer.org/cosnet


TABLE 3 Statistics of datasets

Network Users Relationships

Sina Weibo 1 260 752 46 083 383

Tencent Weibo 1 101 324 27 693 893

Douban 1 105 492 34 387 876

Dianping 1 007 136 29 571 930

TABLE 4 Statistics of the ground truth

OSN OSN Linking Account Pair

Tencent Weibo Dianping 392 783

Dianping Sina Weibo 488 667

Sina Weibo Douban 413 675

Douban Tencent Weibo 376 528

Sina Weibo Tencent Weibo 432 846

Dianping Douban 375 654
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5.3 | Experimental results

We implemented our algorithm in C++ language. The
proposed algorithm is conducted on a cluster with Intel
Xeon E5‐2620 V3 CPU, NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU, Intel
Xeon Phi 7120P, 128 GB memory, 1T SSD disk, 6T SAS
disk, and CentOS release 6.4.
5.3.1 | Performance of FastDTW and
Euclidean distance method

We used the Sina Weibo and Tencent Weibo datasets to
evaluate the performance of FastDTW and measure user
online time distribution similarity. We extract the time
of tweets and measure the similarity of time sequence
with the Euclidean distance and the FastDTW distance
respectively. Then, we determine the similarity of user
accounts according to the similarity of time sequence.
When using the Euclidean distance measurement, the
number of tweets per day represents user activity so as
to ensure the same length of time sequence. When mea-
sured with FastDTW, the time sequence is set according
to the release time of each tweet. We give the results of
accuracy and efficiency in Figure 2. Figure 2A shows the
account linking precision with the Euclidean distance
method and the FastDTW method, respectively. As can
be seen from the figure, the precision of FastDTW is
14% higher than the Euclidean distance measurement
method on average. Figure 2B shows the runtime of the
Euclidean distance method and the FastDTW method in
measuring the similarity of the active time distribution.
When the data size increases, the runtime of the
Euclidean distance method increases rapidly while the
runtime of the FastDTW method grows slowly. Therefore,
the FastDTWmethod is more efficient than the Euclidean
distance method.
5.3.2 | Parameter sensitivity

After sorting the candidate matching accounts, we select k
candidate matching accounts for bipartite graph
matching. How can we determine the size of k to balance
the accuracy and running time of the algorithm? Figure 3
shows the experimental results, where k is increased from
1 to 10 by 1. It can be seen that with the increase of k, the
accuracy rate increases, so does the runtime. When k is 7,
the precision achieves 94% and keeps steady. Therefore,
we set k equals 7 in the experiment. Parameter k is tuned
according to the real dataset, and kmaybe different in dif-
ferent social networks.

In order to find out the values of a, b, and c to make
the joint learning model achieve the best performance,
we tuned a and b increased from 0.0 to 1.0 by 0.1, where
c = 1‐a‐b. We utilized Tencent Weibo & Dianping dataset
to train the joint learning model. The dataset is
partitioned into mapped pair set and unmapped pair set,
which is used 10‐fold cross validation, where 9‐folds are
used as the training set and 1‐fold is used as the test set.
Figure 4 shows 66 experimental results. We find that
when a = 0.5, b = 0.2, and c = 0.3, the accuracy of our
method is 95.19%. Thus, Table 5 shows the results of our
method in comparison with other methods when
a = 0.5, b = 0.2, and c = 0.3.



(A)The Precision Result (B) The Runtime Result

FIGURE 2 The comparison between the Euclidean distance method and the FastDTW in terms of precision and runtime results

FIGURE 3 Precision and runtime comparison based on the candidate account k

FIGURE 4 Precision with different balance factors a and b
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TABLE 5 The precision recall and F1 values from different algorithms when a = 0.5, b = 0.2, and c = 0.3, the bold data indicate the

competency performance among methods

NS MOBIUS COSNET HYDRA Our Method

Network pair Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

Tencent Weibo & Dianping 83.74 58.57 68.93 60.40 73.08 66.14 78.92 71.65 75.11 90.80 53.60 67.41 89.33 76.99 82.70

Dianping & Sina Weibo 74.17 41.74 53.42 57.89 73.82 64.89 76.51 67.94 71.97 86.44 40.26 54.93 90.38 73.20 80.89

Sina Weibo & Douban 87.62 42.38 57.13 44.01 61.66 51.36 75.22 63.41 68.81 89.66 44.35 59.35 85.56 74.18 79.46

Douban & Tencent Weibo 94.96 44.83 60.91 78.38 61.29 68.79 84.20 63.37 72.31 94.79 47.11 62.94 95.19 70.92 81.28

Overall 85.12 46.88 60.10 60.17 67.46 62.79 78.71 66.59 72.05 90.42 46.33 61.16 90.12 73.82 81.08
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5.3.3 | Comparison to the state‐of‐the‐art
algorithms

Table 5 shows the precision, recall, and F1 score of the
compared methods. In the experiments, 90% of the dataset
was used for training, and the rest 10% was used for test-
ing. Besides that, 10‐fold cross‐validation was used, and
the average accuracy for correctly predicting linked user
accounts in the testing was recorded.

Our method achieves the best recall rates and F1
scores compared with NS, MOBIUS, COSNET, and
HYDRA on the Tencent Weibo & Dianping and Sina
Weibo & Douban datasets. On the Dianping & Sina Weibo
and Douban & Tencent Weibo datasets, our method
achieves the best results. On average, our method
achieves the best results in terms of precision, recall,
and F1 score, which is 90.12%, 73.82%, and 81.08%,
respectively. Our method is better than the 4 existing
methods in precision, recall, and F1 score by 11%, 17%,
and 29% on average.
5.3.4 | Runtime comparison

We compare runtime of all methods with same dataset
(Tencent Weibo & Dianping dataset) input and give the
FIGURE 5 Runtime of different methods with different number of user account pairs
results in Figure 5. In Figure 5, we can see MOBIUS con-
sumes the least time as it only employs user name to link
user accounts; HYDRA and NS spend more time than
MOBIUS. HYDRA utilizes user profiles and UGC to
map user account, thus, it spends more time than
MOBIUS, and NS method only utilizes network structure
to match the user accounts, as the cost of comparing the
similarity of the network structure is higher than only
compare user names. The cost of runtime for COSNET
is the highest as it employs both network structure feature
and user behaviors to link accounts. As for our method, it
consumes less time than COSNET and more time than
other 3 methods because KM algorithm has a runtime
complexity of O(n3), which is a bottleneck for large‐scale
social networks with billion users. Compared with the
precision and recall rate, the runtime is less important
in our solution. However, it is a deficiency of our pro-
posed method. We will explore efficiency method in the
future work.
5.3.5 | Discussion

The proposed method employs user profile, user online
time distribution feature, and user interest feature to
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link accounts across social networks. Therefore, we need
crawl amount of user information to extract profile fea-
ture, online time activity feature, and user interest fea-
ture. In order to reduce the cost of comparing user
accounts, we utilize profile similarity threshold to
discard candidate user account pairs in pre‐pruning
process. However, if the social network is suffering Sybil
attack, and user profile information is fake, the accuracy
of our method will be decreased, and the run time will
be longer.

In the initial stage, we need some linked user accounts
as seeds to construct the graph with DFS method based on
small world theory. However, small world is not a precise
theory, and some isolated user cannot be linked. There-
fore, our method cannot find out all the mapped user
accounts. When meeting the large‐scale social networks,
our method will face the bottleneck because of KM
algorithm has time complexity of O(n3). This is a problem
we have to solve in the future work.
6 | CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we address the account linking problem
with a maximum matching method on weighted bipartite
graphs, and we develop a joint learning model to measure
the similarity of user accounts. The balanced factor is
used to tune the weight of user profile, user online time
distribution, and user interests in measuring account sim-
ilarity. We adopt the KM algorithm to solve the maximum
matching on weighted bipartite graphs precisely. The
experimental results on real OSNs datasets validate the
effectiveness of our method. Still, there are some chal-
lenges left for our future work, for example, paralleling
this algorithm for social network scalability and utilizing
this method to de‐anonymize user accounts in large‐scale
OSNs. We will put more effort to solve these challenges so
as to make our method more accurate and scalable for
social link inferring.
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